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Inquiry into the methodology for determining rates and
land tax for strata residences

I wish to submit the following opposition to the revised
methodology for calculating rates and land tax for strata
residences:

• Fairness: Why should almost all people who own strata units
have all their rates and land tax calculated on the highest rating
tier factor?
• How can investors recover the very high extra government costs
from their tenants? Rents will need to increase for those who can
least afford it including our large student population.
• The Government encouraged our more senior citizens to
downsize to increase density of living, reducing land usage
pressure, maximising use of infrastructure around town centres,
reducing waste removal and utility costs, and vacating larger
houses and blocks for young families but then they are penalised
with higher rates and taxes.
• Affordable housing will suffer. Buying cost may come down but
the government will more than make up the reduction in stamp
duty with massive rates and taxes. Some of these buyers are now
also suffering higher body corporate levies often because of
paying for building defect rectification's.
• In 2012/13 Government advertised Rates/Taxes would go up
slowly and Stamp Duty would come down slowly. Rates for strata
have escalated exponentially and stamp duty has hardly moved.
The government could be seen to be deceitful. For many
“downsizers” they paid both high stamp duty and now rates.
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• We want an open transparent explanation of the revenue
collected in terms of the fixed amount per living dwelling and the
rates and taxes on Unimproved value of the Land (not market
value) and how this money is used (the services provided): and
recognising that almost 50% of ACT revenue comes from Federal
GST/Grants distribution and this is largely for State type functions
like education and health.
• It should be recognised that increases in costs of living by a
50% increase in Rates is immoral especially for those who can’t
afford to pay. Taxation should reflect capacity to pay.
• Changes in Calculation Method for rates and taxes may be
illegal as it changes the rules retrospectively. People bought into
strata on previous rules.
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